Life science based Agile
course for Beginners
(LAB)
home.kpmg/in

Background
What is happening around us now
owing to COVID-19 has proved
beyond doubt that we live in a
volatile, uncertain, complex and
ambiguous (VUCA) world. Perhaps
we could add ‘dangerous’ also to
the list and make it ‘VUCAD’, to
represent the current reality. In such
a scenario, the priorities change for
individuals, teams, organisations
and governments. Businesses
around the world are grappling for
answers on handling disruption of
such a huge magnitude.

Agile has been at the forefront of
addressing business disruption and
various formats were available for
managing different challenges. But
the current disruption has warranted
a change in technology, work
environment, information security
norms, people management,
process engineering, risk
management and so on. Traditional
methods are widely disowned by
industries and even in agility, newer
comprehensive systems are
demanded.

This is the context in which KPMG
in India introduces its masterclass
for life science professionals, which
is aimed at business leaders in any
life science organisation. Unlike the
conventional agile training
programmes, this masterclass
focuses on real-time issues in
project, operations and general
management streams. This is a 20
hours masterclass and can be
customised according to industries.
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Our value proposition
Background

Practical offerings to
real-life challenges

Focuses on rhythm in
execution, process
resilience and value
delivery
Designed and taught by
a team of seasoned agile
professionals from
KPMG in India

Training offerings backed
by extensive research
and innovation

Industry orientation
and business focus
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Life science Agile Beginner course (LAB)
Background

1. Duration of the programme
5 days – 20 hours

2. Delivery mode
Online masterclass virtual classroom sessions

3. Training fee
INR 20000 + GST per participant
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Program details
Product Note – LS based Agile Beginner course (LAB)
Pedagogy:

Duration: 20 hours

• Online Masterclass live
• Virtual classroom sessions.

Our value
proposition

Learning Outcomes:

Modules Covered:

• The course aims at providing a strong and structured

• Context of agility
• Agile values and principles in practice
• Agile methodologies and practitioners' dilemmas – Scrum,

• The masterclass w ill provide the participants w ith an

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

foundation on implementing Agile offerings, and the practices
required to tackle real life scenarios
opportunity to understand and practise Agile in the right w ay
that w ill help them to achieve success in customer value
delivery

• The masterclass w ill enable the participants in handling Agile
stakeholders using behavioural aspects of agility

• It w ill also help the participants to adapt to a fast-changing
digital environment and enable them to transform to highperforming and self-organised teams w ith respect to
know ledge of tools, processes and behavioural skills.

Who Should
Attend:

Background

Kanban, Kaizen events
Agile in pharma – Challenges and roadblocks
Agile operating model for life sciences
How to target challenges in life sciences w ith Agile
Agile interventions
Agile pilots
Agile tools and technologies
Understanding Agile in IT CSV
Agile framew ork for LSHC projects
Case studies
Workshop and simulations

• Business leaders/Functional experts
• Pharma Compliance and risk professionals
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• Portfolio//project managers
• Professionals with three to fifteen years of work experience in life sciences
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Training-Approach and pedagogy
KPMG in India’s training on agile practices is detailed and quite thorough which will help the professionals
to establish agile practices and coach agile teams based on the established practices. These trainings
shall be delivered by qualified agile coaches of KPMG in India.
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solving
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Background
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• Each session covers
• Business scenario
• Problem formulation

Learner

• Approach to offering.

Participants
Business
awareness

• Through lecture and selflearning material

Skills

• Through hands-on demo
sessions

Validation

Program
details

Lecture

• Through case studies

Concept

• Through interactive
evaluation of participants.

Our learning
offerings

Deliverables
•

Course material

•

Exercises

•

Case scenarios

•

KPMG in India certificate.
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Course evaluation
At the end of the training there will be an
online assessment using multiple-choice
questions.
Participants need to score 70 per cent
in the assessment. Participants who
complete the criteria will be given
KPMG in India certificate for successful
completion of the course.

ONLINE MCQ
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Mail us: in-fmbe@kpmg.com
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KPMG in India contacts:
K K Raman
Partner
BE Services
T: +91 44 3914 5201
E: kkothandaraman@kpmg.com

Srijith Sreenivasan
Director
BE Services
T: +91 944 934 9735
E: srijiths@kpmg.com

Rahul Turki
Director
BE Services
T: 919654342501
E: rahulturki@kpmg.com

home.kpmg/in/socialmedia
The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and
timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such
information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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